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The Oxidher rusting system is one of the world fastest
oxidation way, with an unbeatable adherence whatever
support type.
Able to convert in a while a simple surface into aged object
with rust effect.It´s a very decorative system with a great
variety of rust colors easily adaptable to different places and
styles
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It´s composed of a resin, iron powder and three activators,
so depending on which of them is applied, the system
will oxidize in red, blue or green color
It´s recommended both for exterior and interior uses
and can be applied on all types of supports:
metal, wood, cement, walls, ceramics, etc.
1ºFormat:0,500L(1,5kg)Steel+1L(0,5kg)Resin
2ºFormat:2L(6kg)Steel+4L(2kg)Resin
3ºFormat:5L(15kg)Steel+10L(5kg)Resin
Activator:250ml/1L

APPLICATIÓN
We´ll start with the preparation of the mixture, pouring
the steel grains over the resin while stirring with a
spatula until getting a homogeneous product without
lumps.
Following will be applied the mixture with a trowel
or brush on the desired surface
Then proceed to the realization of the rust effect. For
this we have 3 different activators depending on the
tonality we want to obtain: Red Activator, Green
Activator and Blue Activator.
ActivatorRed
Apply a first coat with the spray over the yet wet
surface of steel grain coat.
It is possible to apply a second coat over the already
dry surface to intensify the effect; always applying
Activator Red over the Activator Red of the first coat
(Red + Red).

ActivatorGreen
Instead using the red Activator, apply a first coat with
the spray over the yet wet surface of steel grain coat.
It is possible to apply a second coat of the Green
Activator with the former coat already dry in two
different ways:
Either applying over the first coat created with the
Green Activator to intensify the effect (Green + Green),
or applying over the first coat created with the Red
Activator to obtain different effects (Red + Green)
ActivatorBlue
It will be applied spraying only as a second or third coat over
the already dry former surface. We can´t use it as a first coat.
We can use it Blue over Red (Red + Blue) or Blue over
Green (Green + Blue) and even as a third hand, creating
multiple combinations.
Finally, once the surface is already oxidized and completely
dry we will protect it with the Oxide Sealer.

